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ABSTRACT
The rapid advancement in the digital technologies has brought both positive and negative impact. So with this day by day growing technology
online business and online transactions has also grown up which mostly contain transactions through credit cards, UPI and net banking.
As credit card usage increases exponentially, the chances of credit card fraud are also increasing. The credit card system is at high risk of fraud.
This credit card fraud costs financial companies and consumers the most money per year.
Till date, a number of researchers have identified various methods to detect the fraud. In this paper we propose analysis of Isolate Forest and
Local Outlier Factor algorithms using python and their comprehensive experimental results After the analysis of the dataset , Accuracy obtained
by Local Outlier Factor is 97% and 76% by Isolation Forest.
Keywords: Fraud Detection, Data set Isolation Forest, Credit Card, Local Outlier Factor.

1. INTRODUCTION
Credit cards have been used in people's daily lives to buy. Buying can be done offline or offline. Millions
and billions of transactions took place per minute everywhere on earth by using credit card. It offers online
and offline electronic payment shopping with the option of ordering now and paying later. Credit card fraud
is also on the rise(mostly) for this common use of credit cards or other banking card. Card theft is one of the
biggest modern threats to companies. Credit card fraud occurs either with a real card theft or sensitive
account-related information, such as payment card number or other details is automatically accessible to the
seller in the process of a legal purchase. Fraudsters use a whole range of methods to perform fraud. Damage
resulting from this fraud it affects not only financial institutions but also consumers. The ID fraud rate
remained strong until the mid-2000s, however during 2008 it increased by 21 points. Such fraudnot only
effect financial institutions but also consumers. This article analyzes the data set which is taken from Kaggle.
The data set includes Credit Card purchases made by consumers in Europe during September 2013.A
purchases done by Credit card are defined by tracking the conduct of purchases into two classifications:
Fraudulent and Non-fraudulent by this two group correlations are formed and Machine learning algorithm is
used to find fraudulent.
The major problem is imbalanced data or skewed data i.e. Most purchases are not fraudulent, which renders
it extremely challenging to identify fraudulent ones. Another big problem could be mislabeled records,
because not every suspicious activity is detected and recorded. The fraudster used modern tactics against the
system so that they can easily fraud. To overcome all this problem we used isolation forest and LOF(local
outlier factor). Local Outlier factor is an algorithm used to find anomalies where as Isolation Forest
algorithm is a supervised method for the classification.
1.1 Related Work
As the use of credit cards are increasing exponentially for both online and offline shopping, the frauds related
with it are also increasing. Every day large number of people complaint against fraud transactions of their
cards, there are many modern techniques such as genetic programming, data mining and many other
techniques which are used for detecting fraud transactions. This paper [3] uses algorithms which consist of
techniques for detecting optimal solution for the problem and implicitly generating result of fraudulent
transactions. This paper has mainly focuson detecting fraudulent transactions and developing a method of
generating test. Genetic algorithm is well-suited in detecting fraud. This method proves accurate in detecting
the fraudulent transactions in very less time and reduce the number of false alert.
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As data science is prominent as means of identifying fraudulent behaviour, present-day methods depend on
applying data mining techniques to the asymmetric datasets which contain sensitive variables. In paper [4]
authors determine optimal algorithm for analysis as well as best performing combination of factors to detect
credit card fraud. It has examine various classification model which were trained on a public dataset to analyse
interrelation of certain factors with fraudulence. This paper has proposed effective metrics for searching out
false negative rate and measured effectiveness of random sampling to reduce imbalance of the dataset. This
paper has also determined best algorithms to utilize with high class imbalances and it was found that better
performance rate for finding out credit card fraud under practical conditions can be achieved by Support
Vector Machine because this algorithm analyses the purchase time in order to detect weather a credit card
transaction is genuine or not more precisely.
One of the statistical tools for scientists as well as for engineers to solve various types of problems is Hidden
Markov Model. Paper [5] tells Credit card frauds during transactions can be detected using Hidden Markov
Model. This model helps to get high fraud transaction coverage at very low false alarm rate and handling large
volumes of transactions, hence providing a better and convenient method to detect credit card frauds and
giving better and faster results in less time. Using this model customers transaction pattern is analyse and any
changes or deviation from regular pattern is considered as non genuine transaction or fraud transaction . It
makes detection handling very effective and try to eliminate the complexity.
This paper has also described how they can detect whether an inbound transaction is fraudulent or not and
stated that many additional security features like MAC address detection and also shipping address
verification are provided for enhanced security and better detection of fraud transaction.
In Paper [6] Local Outlier Factor using MATLAB is used in the model to solve the credit card fraud detection
for both online and offline transactions and used purchasing amount as the examination of frauds is proposed.
They have performed analysis on two datasets and accuracy obtained for dataset 1 is 60-69%, for dataset 2 it is
96% with variation in neighbours.
Paper [7] has used standard models wiz NB, SVM, and DL as well such as hybrid machine learning models as
Ada Boost and majority voting methods to detect credit card fraud. These models are applied on a publically
available credit card dataset to evaluate model efficiency. Then they have analysed real world dataset from a
financial institution. To assess the robustness of algorithms further they have added noise in data samples and
finally proposed that majority of voting method achieves good accuracy rates in detecting fraud cases in credit
cards by comparing the values which is generated by Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) metrics
andused as performance measure for these algorithms. 0.823 is The best MCC score , achieved using majority
voting. A perfect MCC score of 1 has been pull off using Ada Boost and majority voting methods for real
credit card data set which is taken from a financial institution. After adding the noise from 10% to 30% in the
majority of voting method has yielded the best MCC score of 0.942 for 30% after evaluation.
In past few years, it has become very difficult task for banks to detect credit card frauds. For frauds in the
credit card system. Machine learning plays a very important role. Banks are using different methodologies of
machine learning for predicting such frauds. Bank have been collecting past transactions data and used new
features for enhancing predictive power of algorithms. Sampling approach on data-set, selection of variables
and detection techniques which are used highly affect the performance of fraud detection in credit card
transactions. Paper [8] has examined the performances of Random Forest,Decision Tree and Logistic
Regression using R language on the data-set which is obtained from Kaggle for detecting frauds in the credit
card system. The data-set contains a total of 2,84,808 credit card transactions of a European banks data set.
Fraud transactions are considered to be ―positive class‖ and genuine ones as ―negative class‖. This data-set
is highly imbalanced, having about 0.172% of fraud transactions and the rest are genuine transactions. To
balance these data, they performed oversampling on the data-set, which resulted in 60% of fraud transactions
and 40% as genuine ones. For distinct variables the efficiency of the techniques used is based on accuracy,
specificity, sensitivity and error rate. The accuracy results shown in the division of Logistic Regression,
Decision Tree and Random Forest are 90.0, 94.3, 95.5 respectively, and these comparative results show that
Random Forest has a higher level of performance compared to Logistic Regression and Decision Tree.
For data mining association rules are considered to be the best studied model. This article [9] proposes the use
of association rules on credit card data-set which is obtained from some important companies in Chile, to
extract information in order to detect common misconduct transactions from a credit card database in order to
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detect and prevent fraud. This model helps to make the results more accurate by increasing the execution time,
reducing the use of excessive rules and overcoming the difficulties of low support and confidence.
Paper[10] focuses on the realtime frauds detection and presents new and innovative approaches in
understanding spending patterns to decipher potential fraud cases. It uses self-organizations map to decipher,
filter and analyse customer behaviour for detection of fraud.
Fraudulent e-card transaction are among foremost prevailing and disturbing activities occurring in
commercial business. Finding suspicious and suspicious transaction paper [11] deals with surveillance based
on separation in particular. When pre-analyzing the database using standard and Principal element Analysis
analysis, all classifiers achieved more than 95.0% accuracy compared to the results achieved prior to pre-data
analysis.
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Credit card fraud detection becomes difficult to detect because credit card information sets are extremely
skewed and imbalance. Because of Skewed and scattered data point it is extremely difficult to detect fraud
transaction.In this model we will try to figure out which transaction is fraud and which is not.
2. METHODOLOGY
Data collection is checked and payments are marked as a criminal or legal. In this paper we have used two
ways to detect fraud for the proposed model on the Kaggle data set for detecting frauds in credit card system
using python .Because it is not possible to get a real-time database, we tend to use credit card databasecsv from
Kaggle i.e. includes 2,83,807 entries. Variety parameters used in the database time, category, value, location
& etc. The same type of 30 parameters is used. V1 - V28 are the fields of a Decreasing the size of the PCA to
protect identity and sensitive user options.there performance were compared.These is compared to
determining which algorithms are offered better results .Therefore , a test is performed to determine which
algorithms offered accurate results and can be used to detect credit fraud.
A.Local Outlier Factor (LOF)
Local Outlier Factor (LOF):Anomaly score of every sample is named the local Outlier factor. It calculates the
local deviation of the density of a given sample in relation to its neighbors. It's known as local because the
anomaly score depend on the object isolation, the thing is with relation to the encircling neighborhood.

Fig 1: Local Outlier Factor
B. Isolation Forest
anomalies are the data points which are few and different. These properties result in susceptible mechanism to
anomalies which is known as Isolation. This method is basically different from all other existing methods and
is highly useful. In order to detect the anomalies rather than the basic distance and density measures it
introduces the use of isolation as efficient and more effectively. This algorithm has small memory requirement
and low linear time complexity. This builds a good performing model with a small number of trees using small
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subsamples of fixed sizes, regardless of the size of a dataset. Isolation forest is tree-base model which is
developed to detect outliers. The algorithm is based upon the fact that
Data set
The data set is in CSV format it contains 284,807 Credit card transactions By monitoring the behaviour of the
transactions are characterized into two categories fraudulent and non fraudulent. Original feature and more
background information are not provided in the data set because of confidentiality issues. Features like V1,
V2V3 ... V27 are the principal components obtained with PCA, the features which have not been transformed
with PCA are 'Time' and 'Amount'. Feature 'Class' is the response variable and it takes value 1 in case of fraud
and otherwise 0.
We will import our the dataset from a csv file as Pandas DataFrame. And then, we will begin to explore the
data-set to gain understanding of the type, quantity, and distribution of data in our data-set. For this purpose,
we will be using Pandas' built-in describe feature.
3. Modeling & Analysis
3.1 REQUIREMENTS
Application Used: Python
Operating System: Windows 10
Tools- List of tools used to assess credit card fraud detection analysis is as follows:
This proposed model is used in Python,Numpy and Pandas are used for simple tasks like data storage and to
perform operation. Matplotlibrary is used for visualizing data and to plot graph.Other tools used a sci-kit.
3.2. PHASES OF PROJECT
We are completing this fraudulent activity visual activity in the next three phases,
1) Data Checking Steps:
a) Upload the database
b) Database processing
c) Do a graph
d) Show the database
2) Data Processing Steps:
a) Upload the database
b) Remove Null values
c) Divide the database
d) Go to the training phase
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3) Data Classification:
a) Train the database
b) Improve classification
c) Isolation Forest
d) Perform Classification
The first step involves loading the database again known as the Data-testing phase. Data testing is process
similar to data analysis, and we use visual explorations to understand what it is in the database and its feature.
We have used data set from the Kaggle, contains various parameters such as currency, category, time and
others are reduced using PCA The process of reducing size. The database says tested and represented to reveal
the meaning statistics summarizing moderate trends, distribution, and a data distribution form for the series
item provided. All the statistics aredone without excluding Null values.
The second phase involves data processing. It reloads the database and removes everything that is missing
values and amounts of waste from databases to improve its performance. At this stage itself, you should divide
the database into categories for training and assessment. Here we work mainly in the training phase by defines
category 0 as actual transaction and category 1 as a deception. In data training,provided deceptive and real
entries occasionally to increase quality and thus more accurate details were made. Merge matrix is given to
summarize data, as input in bulk advanced analysis, and as an advanced diagnosis analysis. The third and final
stage is the separation of data. Icon it is simply the task of entering the training data set for classes are labeled
in advance to learn the algorithm from. The model is used with a different input database classes not defined
for it as well then the model predicts the phase in it it’s like using learning from a training set Both algorithm
should be used to locate the a productive effect that determines the effect you use goals for accuracy, memory,
f1 points, and support.

Fig 2:Results obtained with Isolation Forest

Fig 3: Results obtained with Local Outlier Factor
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Fig 4: Accuracy values of LOF and Isolation Forest
Conclusion
The chances of credit card frauds increases massively with the increase in usage of credit cards for
transactions. A study of credit card fraud detection on a public available data-set using Machine Learning
algorithms such asIsolation Forest and Local outlier factor has been presented in this paper. The proposed
system is implemented using PYTHON. On analys the dataset Local outlier factor gave highest accuracy rate
of 97% followed by the Isolation forest 76%.
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